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Improving Measurement Quality
and Efficiency with Adaptive Testing
David J. Weiss

University of Minnesota

Approaches to adaptive (tailored) testing based on
item response theory are described and research re-
sults summarized. Through appropriate combina-
tions of item pool design and use of different test
termination criteria, adaptive tests can be designed
(1) to improve both measurement quality and mea-
surement efficiency, resulting in measurements of
equal precision at all trait levels; (2) to improve
measurement efficiency for test batteries using item
pools designed for conventional test administration;
and (3) to improve the accuracy and efficiency of
testing for classification (e.g., mastery testing). Re-
search results show that tests based on
item response theory (IRT) can achieve measure-
ments of equal precision at all trait levels, given an
adequately designed item pool; these results con-
trast with those of conventional tests which require
a tradeoff of bandwidth for fidelity/precision of
measurements. Data also show reductions in bias,
inaccuracy, and root mean square error of ability
estimates. Improvements in test fidelity observed in

simulation studies are supported by live-testing
data, which showed adaptive tests requiring half the
number of items as that of conventional tests to
achieve equal levels of reliability, and almost one-
third the number to achieve equal levels of validity.
When used with item pools from conventional tests,
both simulation and live-testing results show reduc-
tions in test battery length from conventional tests,
with no reductions in the quality of measurements.
Adaptive tests designed for dichotomous classifica-
tion also represent improvements over conventional
tests designed for the same purpose. Simulation
studies show reductions in test length and improve-
ments in classification accuracy for adaptive vs.
conventional tests; live-testing studies in which
adaptive tests were compared with "optimal" con-
ventional tests support these findings. Thus, the re-
search data show that IRT-based adaptive testing
takes advantage of the capabilities of IRT to im-
prove the quality and/or efficiency of measurement
for each examinee.

Since the of the field of measurement in the early 1900s, all tests
of and achievement well as instruments for the measurement of char-
acteristics, and other psychological with one major have had one com-
mon characteristic. These instruments are similar in that have all used a fixed set of items which
are administered to all even though examinees may differ on the trait or
traits measured, As a consequence, psychometric and its resultant for con-
structing instruments has also been concerned with the problems of fixed
length tests. In the vast of in psychological scaling and personality
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measurement focus on the construction of measuring instruments with a fixed set of items. Even the
majority of applications of item response theory are concerned with tests constructed from a common
set of items administered to ali examinees (e.g., Hambleton, in press; Lord, 1980).

In the construction off &dquo;conventional&dquo; test with a fixed set of items, however, the test constructor
is faced with a &dquo;b~~c~~idth-~id~iity99 dilemma ~I~c~rid~, 1976), since the difficulty of a test relative to
a specific individual may vary from examinee to examinee. A ‘~~~~i~ed~’ conventional test will provide
very precise (high fidelity) measurements at trait levels at which the test is peaked. ~~~r~~~r, for indi-
viduals for whom the test is too difficult or too easy, the items will not provide optimal measurement.
A dbr~~-~~~~,~~~i~r99 conventional test, with item difficulties equally represented at various levels

throughout the difficulty continuum, will provide only a few items at the appropriate difficulty level
for any examinee, and the rest of the items will be either too difficult or too easy. Consequently, the
rectangular conventional test will provide relatively equal, but low, levels of precision/fidelity
throughout the trait range, thereby providing a test with good bandwidth. Given the requirement of a
conventional test that a fixed set of items be administered to all examinees, therefore, the constructor
of a conventional test must trade bandwidth for fidelity or vice versa.

Pm’po&e

This paper describes how adaptive (tailored) testing can provide a solution to this Fa~.~d~idth-fi-
delity dilemma. Adaptive testing methods are described that permit measurements of equal precision
throughout the range of the trait being measured while maintaining high levels of efficiency. In addi-
tion, variations of these methods are described that permit efficient testing using small item pools
from a conventional test or test battery, as well as methods for improving the accuracy and efficiency
of testing for classification (e.g., mastery testing). Relevant research results are summarized.

Earty ,~~~~‘~~~~~ ~ ~~t~

The major exception to the predominant trend of the use of conventional tests in psychological
measurement is the individually administered I3inet intelligence test, which was the first adaptive test.
It is adaptive because the difficulty level of the items administered to each individual adapts (or is
tailored) to the i~di~~d~a~~9s ability level as it is determined during the process of testing. Binet’s test
had all of the characteristics off an adaptive test:
1. ° It used a differential starting point for different individuals, based on prior estimates of the indi-

vidual’s ability.
20 Items were scored as they were administered and answered by the examinee.
3. Based on the examinee’s responses to items already administered, an item selection rule was used

select items to be administered
4. Testing was terminated according to a predetermined termination criterion based on the ex-

aminee’s performance on the test,
Thus, in the Binet tests the test administered to each individual can be a different length for each ex-
aminee and the subset of items selected for administration to each examinee differs from individual to
individual depending upon their responses to previous items administered. The procedure tends to
identify a subset of items _/br each individual that constitutes a test in which the individual has an-
swered half of the items correctly and half of the items incorrectly, i.e., the test will be of about .5 dif-
that ~~a~~~~~~~d9 and will provide highly precise measurements for that individual in com-
parison to other subsets of the same number of items that could be administered to that examinee.
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A number off designs not based on item response theory (IRT) but using pre-
structured item c stigated (Weiss, 1974). These include two-stage (Betz & Weiss,
1973, 1974; Lord ~~d~l9y tests (Larkin & Weiss, 1974; Lord, 1970), flexilevel tests
(Betz & Weiss, H . the stratified-adaptive (stradaptivc) test (Vale & ~I’~iss9 1975a,
1975b, 1978; We 2 Binet tests were designed to be administered by trained psy-
chologists, some < aptive tests were administered by paper and pencil. Because in-
dividual adaptive is expensive, and paper-and-pencil adaptive test administration
is both c~~b~xs&reg;: nost current adaptive tests are administered by computers. In a
computerized adz ; are stored in the computer and administered to individuals on
a cathode-ray tewi Examinees respond on the CRT keyboard, and the response is
processed immed ter. Based on branching or item selection procedures specified
by the test admim -n to be administered is selected by the computer and presented
on the CRT screci response.

IT-Based Adaptive Testing

Advantages

Although it i, sign and administer computerized adaptive tests without IRT,
IRT-based adapfi mtial advantages over non-IRT-based adaptive testing. A major
problem with test s that the scores in which abilities are expressed are on a differ-
ent metric than th h terns. This makes it difficult to select items in a meaningful way
and cumbersome ation from previously administered items for purposes of item
selection during 1’ ministration. One major advantage of IRT-based adaptive test-
ing is that person ities, as they are usually called for simplicity but without loss of
generality) and i~~ ie same scale, since the difficulties of items (the b parameters)
and the trait (0) e~ als in IRT are on the same metric. As a consequence, if an abil-

ity estimate for a; ’mined in IRT terms, the appropriate level of difficulty of the
item to first be ;a ndividual-or, in later stages of the test, the next item to be
selected for admi i~id~~i-is expressed on the same numerical scale. Thus, by
matching the 6 esl i of appropriate difficulty for an individual can be selected.

A related adi ty levels can be estimated based on any subset of items ad-
ministered to an isequence, different items can be deliberately selected for ad-
ministration to e~a ie resulting ability estimates will be placed on the same metric
by the IRT scorinj rast to the Binet scoring procedure, no &dquo;age ~~r~i~~’9 is Peces-
sary in IRT scorim

A third maja ~b~s~d adaptive testing is that the use of IRT parameters for
items (combined ~ i nistration) permits use of nonstructured branching models for
item selection. A:s cessary to predefine a branching structure based on item diffi-
culties. Rather, 9 T-based adaptive testing are designed to search an item pool
with known para:; ify one item out of the pool that best meets some item selection
criterion. Further selected for administration on the basis of than just their
difficulty levels, Ei an simultaneously take into account item difficulties as well as
their discrimmatix ing parameters, if these have been estimated in advance.

A fourth adva adaptive testing is that the termination of an adaptive test can
be based on the l~ ~~.r~~~~~~ts obtained. IRT scoring procedures not only make it
possible to estirnai each item is administered and answered but also make it pos-
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sible to determine the precision standard of each estimate. These standard errors can
then be used as criteria for the test. When test termination is based on precision
it is possible to measure individuals to a predetermined level of precision, given an adequate
of items from which to choose.

Maximum Information Item Selection

Maximum information item selection uses item ~~f&reg;~~~~~&reg;~9 ~ transformation of the item charac-
teristic curve or item response fu~ct~~~9 ~~ select items for an adaptive test. Equation I (Lord, 1970, p.
expresses item information in terms of the of the item (assuming a three-parameter
item response and provides a convenient computing formula, given an estimate of 0:

where

,~4 = item discrimination,
bi = item difficulty, and
c, = the pseudoguessing parameter of the item.

If a two-parameter model is used, ci is set to 0.0; for the one-parameter model, o, 
= 1.00.

To implement IRT.based adaptive testing, the value of item information for each item in the pool
can be determined from Equation 1, given its item parameter estimates and substituting an ability es-
ê, for 8. Using the variable entry capability of adaptive testing, prior information on the ex-
aminee (derived from other test data in the examinee’s file, the examinee’s own estimate of his/her

ability level, or the ~~~~~~~~r9s estimate of the examinee’s ability level) can be expressed on the 0
metric. Given this initial estimate of the individnJai’s 0 level (which could be as simple as the mean of
some population, e.g., 6== 0), values of item information are determined for all items in the pool at
that estimated 9 level. The item is chosen that provides the maximum level of information at the cur-
rent 6.

The effect of choosing items in this way is to maximize the sum of item information across a set of
items administered to an individual (hence, the name maximum information item selection strategy).
Because of the inverse relationship between information and the standard error of 9 (Lord, 1980), this
item selection strategy will minimize the standard error of 6 for each examinee, yielding the most pre-
cise e estimate for each examinee given the items ~~~,~l~b~~°

The usual procedure for scoring response vectors during the process of administering a maximum
information adaptive test is maximum likelihood 9 estimation (Lord, 1980), resulting in a likelihood
function that gives the likelihood of the observed response pattern as a function of 0. The 9 associated
with a given response pattern is the value of 0 at which the likelihood function is observed to have its
maximum,
Likelihood functions differ not only in the location of the maximum of the function but also in the

value of the likelihood at its maximum, which is to the height of the function inversely to
its spread. The spread or variance of the function is an indication of the precision of the 6 estimate.
The variance of the likelihood function is inversely related to the observed value of the second deriva-
tive of the log likelihood function evaluated at 0. This latter quantity is to as response pattern
information (Bejar & Weiss, 1979; ~~.~e~~~~, 1973), indexing the precision of the 0 deter-
mined at the maximum of the likelihood function. Specifically, the standard error of 6 for a given re-
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sponse pattern resulting from administration of a specified set of items is evaluated as the reciprocal
square root of response pattern information evaluated at 6. These standard errors are very useful in
terminating adaptive test administration.

A problem with maximum likelihood scoring is that maximum likelihood 0 estimates cannot be
determined for response patterns in which an examinee answers all of the correctly or all of the
items incorrectly. Similarly, there are some unusual kinds of patterns exhibited by ex-
aminees for which the maximum likelihood estimation procedure fails to converge. Solutions to this
problem include assigning arbitrary 9 estimates or using arbitrary predetermined branching se-
quences in the early phases of an adaptive test (e.g., Reckase, 1977), but procedures are not en-
tirely satisfactory.

Bayesian Item Selection

An alternative solution to the problems of maximum likelihood estimation is to use a Bayesian 8
estimation procedure proposed by Owen (1969, f ~7~)9 the availability of this procedure also suggests
an alternative means of adaptive item selection.

Bayesian scoring. Owen’s Bayesian scoring method imposes upon the likelihood distribution a
normal density distribution with a specified mean and variance that is used to modify the likelihood
distribution according to the probabilities associated with the normal density distribution (Bejar &
Weiss, 1979). The result is a posterior distribution with a mean, which is the 6 estimate, and
a posterior variance. This posterior variance is associated with the standard error of the 8 estimate, or
response pattern information, resulting from maximum likelihood scoring. The posterior variance of
the Bayesian 0 estimate indicates the lack of precision of the estimate; the square root of the posterior
variance is a Bayesian estimate of the standard error of the 6 estimate.

The effect of multiplying the likelihood function by the normal distribution is to eliminate the
nonconvergence problem, since a maximum or a mode (or, in ~~.~e~’s method, a mean) can always be
determined for the modified likelihood function. A second effect is that the 6 estimates tend to be re-

gressed toward the mean of the prior distribution. As a consequence, Bayesian-scored 6 estimates
tend to be biased toward whatever prior mean is used in the estimation procedure (e.g., German,
1980; McBride, 1977).

However, estimating 0 by Bayesian methods during the early phases of an adaptive test for pur-
poses of obtaining a nonarbitrary 0 estimate for response vectors not scorable by maximum likelihood
methods is very useful, since it is frequently only used with the first few items administered in the test.
These 6 estimates are then used only as a means of selecting the next item to be administered. Since
few tests with very small numbers of items will be used to make decisions about individuals, there is
little effect of the Bayesian scoring procedure for practical uses of adaptive tests. That is, the vast ma-
jority of the uses of test scores will be based upon the maximum likelihood scoring procedure, which
results in unbiased 0 estimates.

Item selection. Owen (1969, ~.9‘~~) suggested that items be selected, not on the information that
they provide at a given 6, but on the basis of minimizing the posterior variance of the 0 estimate based
on the administration of a given item. &reg;~~e~~s item selection strategy utilizes a current 6 estimate and
its Bayesian variance as the prior for the item selection process. In order to select the next to be
administered during the adaptive test, this method evaluate the posterior variance of the 6 estimate
for each item in the pool under two conditions: (1) if the item is answered correctly and (2) if the item
is answered incorrectly. For each item these variances are averaged. The process continues for all un-
administered items in the pool, and the next item to be administered is the item with the lowest value
of the average posterior variance that would be obtained if that item were administered. The item is
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administered, the response of the examinee is recorded, and the value of the posterior variance and
the mean of the posterior distribution (the 6 estimate) are determined. This new 6 estimate and its
posterior variance are then used to determine the new posterior variances for all unadministered
items. The next item that minimizes the posterior variance is selected, administered, and the actual
posterior variance is computed.

Using this process, 8 estimation and item administration can be continued until a prespecified
termination criterion is obtained, based, for example, on the value of the observed posterior variance.
Since the Bayesian posterior variance is related to the variance of the likelihood function, which in
turn is inversely related to the information provided by a given response pattern, selecting items by
maximum information is closely related to selecting items by minimizing the Bayesian posterior vari-
ance. A difference occurs in the actual items selected for administration. This is attributable to the
fact that the Bayesian 8 estimation procedure results in 6 estimates biased towards the prior mean
used. In some cases, particularly for individuals whose 0 estimates are distant from the prior mean,
this will result in different items being selected. The only study that has directly compared the two
item selection procedures (Sympson, ’A7eiss, & Ree, 1982) shows that in a live-testing implementation
of the two adaptive testing procedures, an average of approximately 85% of the items selected by the
two procedures were the same. However, because of the bias inherent in the Bayesian 0 estimation
procedure, the two procedures will result in measurements with somewhat different characteristics.

of IRT-B.9-sed Testing to Testing

As indicated, an adaptive testing strategy consists basically of three components: (1) a means for
selecting the first item to be administered to an individual, (2) a means for scoring items during the
process of test administration and for selecting the next item to be administered, and (3) a means for
terminating the adaptive test on an individual basis. These three characteristics of adaptive tests can
be combined in a variety of ways in order to solve specific measurement problems. These problems in-
clude the following:
1. Simultaneously improving measurement efficiency and controlling the precision of the measure-

ments obtained for all examinees (i.e., obtaining equiprecise measurements at all levels of the
trait continuum), using an item pool specifically designed for adaptive testing.

2. Improving measurement efficiency using test item pools not designed for equiprecise measure-
ment.

3. Improving the efficiency and accuracy of testing for mastery or other classification decisions.

~ d~~~~~~~ for Equip;eciJe h4eagu#ev~entx
The vast majority of research on adaptive has been concerned with the design and evalua-

tion of adaptive testing strategies and item pools for equiprecise measurement. Equiprecise measure-
ments are measurements of equal precision at all levels of the trait continuum being measured. Adap-
tive testing of this type is designed to eliminate the bandwidth-fidelity dilemma that results in the
construction of conventional tests. tests that have measurement characteristics
result from the design of an item pool which has highly discriminating items equally represented at
the full range of difficulty associated with the of trait levels anticipated in the population
to be measured. The higher the discriminations of the items in the pool, the more rapidly wfl- them
adaptive testing strategy achieve desired levels of measurement precision; the more rectangularly dis-
tributed are the difficulty levels of the items, the more equiprecise will be the measurements resulting
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from the adaptive test, There must also be a sufficient number of items in the neighborhood of each 0
level to attain the desired degree of precision in the 9 estimates.

Adaptive testing for equiprecise measurement is designed to use differential entry points for start-
ing the adaptive test. Obviously, the more accurate the initial 6 is for selecting the first item to be ad-
ministered, the more quickly the adaptive tests will converge upon the correct 9 estimate for the indi-
vidual. ~~g~~~r~~y experience indicates that most adaptive tests are shortened by only a few items with
the use of accurate entry 0 estimates. Nevertheless, the use of differential entry points, such as is used
in the Binet tests, is an appropriate means of increasing adaptive test efficiency.,

Equiprecise measurement is, of course, achieved by continuing the adaptive test unt.1 the level of
information associated with each 6 equals a prespecified value. Given a perfect item pool constructed
of items of equal and high discriminations and equally represented at all difficulty levels throughout
the 0 continuum, equiprecise measurement can be achieved with a fixed length adaptive test. How-
ever, since perfect item pools exist only in theory, variable length adaptive tests are necessary with
real item pools in order to achieve equiprecise measurements. In this case, testing until a specified
level of information/precision is achieved will result in longer tests for individuals whose abilities are
in the range of difficulty of the item pool where fewer items are located, or where items of lower dis-
crimination are located.

Data from Crichton (1981) illustrate the improved efficiency other measurement characteris-
tics of the two major IRT.based adaptive testing strategies in comparison to peaked and rectangular
conventional tests. These data were derived from a monte carlo simulation study that was concerned
primarily with the effects of errors in item parameters on the performance of adaptive testing strat-
egies. The data used below, h~~~r~~~~a are from the baseline error-free case in which parameters
were assumed to be estimated without error. Crichton’s simulation used a three-parameter logistic
model with abilities ranging from -3.2 to +3.2 in intervals of .4. There were 100 simulated examinees
(simulees) at each of the 17 levels of 0. To evaluate the effects of the independent variables using a
realistic item pool, the item pool was modeled on the real, numerical item pool parameter-
ized by Sympson et al. (1982). Thus, the item pool did not entirely have the characteristics that would
result in equiprecise measurements for the adaptive tests but reflected an approximation to these de-
sired characteristics that it was possible to obtain with real data.

Peaked and rectangular conventional tests from 5 to 30 items in length were constructed.
Adaptive tests, both Bayesian and maximum information, were to the 1,700 simulees.
Ail adaptive tests used as the entry point 8 0.0 with a variance of 1.0. Adaptive were scored by
maximum likelihood at lengths of 5, 10, to 30 items. All tests, conventional and ~d~~t~~~~9 were
scored by maximum likelihood to eliminate scoring method as a variable affecting the results.

Using a normally distributed random of 630 sirr,,ulees the I ,700, fidelity correla-
tions-the correlation of true (generating) 0 and observed 6-were computed at each test for
each strategy. These correlations are shown in Table t9 The fidelity correlations for the two
conventional tests ranged from .64 to .94, while the correlations for the adaptive tests ranged from .81
to .97. The greater efficiency of the adaptive tests is illustrated by the fact that fidelity correlations for
the 10-item Bayesian adaptive test (.94) were equal to the fidelities of the rectangular and con-
ventional test at 30 items. Thus, the adaptive required one-third the number of items inn
the two conventional tests to achieve equal fidelity. The data also show that the fidelities of the two
adaptive tests at 15 items (.95 and .96) were not achieved by either of the conventional tests at 30
items.

These simulation results were in live testing IBAcBride and P~~~t~~ (in In that
study, Bayesian adaptive tests were administered to a group of 263 recruits using an item pool
of 150 verbal ability items. A group of 267 recruits took rectangular conventional tests con-
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Tabl e 1

Fidelity Correlations of True and Estimated
Ability Levels for Conventional and

Adaptive Tests at 5- to 30-Item Lengths

structed from the item pool; both groups completed a 50-item ‘g~~ter~~~~~ conventional test. To
compute alternate forms reliabilities, the conventional test group was administered two 30-item alter-
nate forms conventional tests; the adaptive test group took two interleaved 30-item alternate forms of
the same adaptive testing strategy. Bayesian ability estimates were determined at each length
from I to 30 items for the adaptive test, and the conventional test was scored by number correct at
each test length. The results showed that the alternate forms reliability of the adaptive test at 9 items
(.800) was equal to that of the conventional test at 17 items (.798). Thus, similar to the results shown
in Table f ~ the adaptive test obtained measurements of equal precision with about half the number of
items. When the two testing strategies were compared in terms of validity based on correlations with
the criterion test, the validity correlations for the adaptive tests at 11 items (r = .80 for both forms)
were equal to those of the rectangular conventional tests at 29 items (r = .79 and .80), indicating an
almost two-thirds reduction in the number of required for the adaptive test to measure as well
as the conventional test on the validity criterion

The use of fidelity (or validity) correlations for evaluating the performance of testing strategies
permits only limited comparisons among the strategies, because correlations are sensitive to the dis-
tribution of ability in the sample investigated and because they do not permit examination of the per-
formance of the strategies at different levels of 0. IRT provides alternative means- particularly in
simulation, but also in live-testing sudies (e.g., Bejar, ~‘~~~ss3 & Gialluca, 1977; Vale & ~~~~ss9
1977)-for comparing the performance of adaptive testing strategies with each other or for compar-
ing adaptive with conventional testing strategies. Crichton’s (1981) study was designed to permit the
comparison of testing strategies on IRT criteria. Although Crichton compared the testing strategies
at various test lengths, the major effect of test length was to accentuate differences between strategies.
The data reported below from Crichton’s study are all based on the 30-item test ~.e~~th9 since they
provide the most conservative comparison between adaptive and conventional tests.

Figure I shows test information curves for the two 30-item adaptive tests and the two 30-item con-
ventional tests; for the adaptive tests information was computed as the sum of item. information
values for the items administered to each s~r~~9e~9 averaged across the 100 simulees at each 9 level.
The two solid lines in Figure 1 for the conventional test the bandwidth-fidelity in-
herent in the use of conventional tests. As Figure 1 shows, test information for the peaked convention-
al test is very high for 0 levels near zero (that the peak of information is not at zero is due to the non-
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zero guessing parameters used for the items), with information dropping off very rapidly for 6 levels
distant from zero. For the rectangular conventional test, test information is not as high at the center
of the 6 distribution but, similarly, does not drop off as rapidly as for the peaked conventional test.

The two adaptive tests shown in Figure 1 obtained relatively equiprecise measurement for 0 levels
from -2 to about +2.8. Outside these regions, information drops off due to the lack of items beyond
the boundaries of the 0 continuum above b = 3.0 and below b &reg; -3.0. The variations in information
near the center of the distribution are due to inadequacies in this item pool which, as indicated, was
modeled after a live-testing item pool. e

The greater efficiency of the adaptive test is shown by the ratio of the information functions,
which can be interpreted as the increase in test length of the test with lower levels of information re-
quired for it to measure at the same level of information as the more informative test (Lord, 1980). For
example, at e = 0.0, the peaked conventional test measured with approximately the same level of in-
formation as the maximum information and Bayesian adaptive tests. By contrast, the 30-item rec-
tangular conventional test would need 46.5 items to measure as well as a maximum information
adaptive test and would need 48 items to measure as well as the Bayesian adaptive test. At 8 # -.8 the
average information of the rectangular and peaked conventional tests was 8.58 and that for the adap-
tive tests was 18.16; the conventional tests would need to be lengthened from 30 to 63.5 items to mea-
sure as well as the 30-item adaptive tests. Finally, at 0 = +2.4 the rectangular conventional test would
need 131.7 items to measure as well as the 30-item adaptive tests, while the peaked conventional test
would require 316.8 items.

These data support Crichton’s (1981) fidelity correlation data and the live-testing data obtained
by McBride and Martin (in press) but provide an interpretation of efficiency dependent upon 6 levels.

1 I
Test Information for 30-Item Rectangular and Peaked Conventional Tests

and Maximum Information and Bayesian Adaptive Tests
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As is obvious from Figure 1, the relative efficiency of adaptive compared to conventional tests in-
creases as 6 deviates from the average level for the group being tested.

Crichton (1981) also compared and conventional tests in terms of bias, root mean square
error, and inaccuracy of the 0 estimates, conditional on 0. She defined bias as

root mean square error as

and inaccuracy as

Each of these characteristics of the 0 estimates provides additional information beyond that provided
by fidelity and information.

Figure 2 shows bias for the adaptive and conventional tests as a function of 0 for the 30-item test
length. As can be seen, neither of the adaptive tests measures with substantial bias, except for 0
values at the very lowest extreme of the 0 distribution. By comparison, the two conventional tests re-

Figure 2
Bias for 30-Item and Peaked Conventional Tests
and Maximum Information and Bayesian Adaptive Tests .
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suit in differential bias at different 6 levels. The peaked conventional test results in substantial bias
for 0 levels beyond 0 = ±1.6. The rectangular conventional test measures with less bias than the
peaked conventional tests. In both cases the conventional tests tend to overestimate low 0 levels and to
underestimate high 9 levels.

Figure 3 shows the root mean square error (RMSE), or standard deviation, of the 0 estimates for
the four tests. Again, both conventional tests had substantial variability of errors in their 0 estimates,
with the peaked conventional tests resulting in higher levels of RMSE for 0 estimates than the rec-
tangular conventional tests and both conventional tests providing higher t2~~~ throughout the 6
range than either of the adaptive tests. There were virtually Do differences between the two adaptive
tests.

Finally, Figure 4 shows the inaccuracy of the four testing strategies. The patterns of inaccuracy
were very similar to those for RMSE. Again, the conventional tests measured with higher levels of in-
accuracy at all levels of 8 than did the adaptive tests, with only minor differences around the mean of
the 0 distribution and extending to about 1.5 standard deviations above the mean. For low ability ex-
aminees, below 9 = -e4, both conventional tests resulted in measurements of higher inaccuracy than
either of the adaptive tests. There was, again, very little difference between the two adaptive testing
strategies.

Thus, the data from both live-testing studies and computer simulations indicate (1) that adaptive
testing can result in higher levels of measurement efficiency than conventional tests and (2) that they
can solve the bandwidth-fidelity dilemma inherent in conventional tests, resulting in equiprecise mea-
surements throughout the 9 range. In addition, other characteristics of the measurements resulting
from the adaptive tests-such as bias, RMSE, and inaccuracy of the 0 estimates-are more desirable
for the adaptive tests than for the conventional tests.

3
Root R~~~ Square Error for 30-Item Rectangular and Peaked Conventional Tests

and Maximum Information and Bayesian Adaptive Tests
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Figure 4
Inaccuracy for 30- Item Rectangular and Peaked Conventional Tests

and Maximum Information and Bayesian Adaptive Tests

Adiapti-ie To Measurement

Although the use of item pools specifically constructed for adaptive testing can result in increases
in measurement efficiency (by reducing test length), while at the same time achieving equiprecise
measurements at all levels of the trait continuum, it is not always possible in the initial phases of im-
plementing adaptive testing to develop item pools composed of items with high discriminations rec-
tangularly distributed in difficulties. By varying the adaptive testing termination rule, however, it is
possible to use adaptive testing strategies to improve measurement efficiency, i.e., to reduce test

length, while maintaining (but not necessarily improving) the psychometric quality of the measure-
ments. This approach is particularly useful as a first-stage implementation of adaptive testing using
relatively small item pools originally designed for conventional tests. The reduction in test length pos-
sible from this implementation of adaptive testing will provide maximum efficiency in the administra-
tion of test batteries, since by reducing each subtest to its minimum required length for each individ-
ual, substantial time savings can be realized in the administration of a number of tests comprising a
test battery.

To reduce test length using item pools originally developed for conventional tests, Brown and
Weiss (1977) proposed the use of a maximum information item selection strategy with variable entry
but with termination of the test based on a minimum value of item information for the item to be

selected for administration at a given point in the test. Thus, testing continues for each individual un-
til ~ss~~t~~~~y th~~~ are no items available for administration at a given in the test administration
that provide more than some trivial amount of information. In their initial implementation of this
strategy, Brown and Weiss terminated test administration for each individual when the maximum in-
formation provided by any unadministered item was .01 or .001. In later studies of the procedure
(Gialluca & Weiss, 1979; Maurelii & Weiss, 1981), termination criteria using information values of
.01 and .05 were also studied.
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Brown and Weiss (1977) combined this maximum information item selection procedure with
Bayesian 0 estimation for use within each subtest in a test battery. To further reduce test battery
length, an intersubtest procedure based on multiple regression was used to obtain starting points for
later subtests in the test battery. In the implementation of this procedure, Bayesian 0 estimates from
prior subtests were regressed on later subtests in order to obtain a predicted 0for the next subtest to
be administered. This 8 was then used by the intrasubtest maximum information item selection pro-
cedure to select the first item to be administered. The procedure was repeated with a new multiple re-
gression equation at the end of each subtest.

Figure 5 summarizes the ratios of tests lengths achieved by this adaptive testing strategy to those
of the conventional tests comprising a 12-test military achievement test battery totalling 201 items.
These results were obtained by real-data simulation in which the adaptive administration was simu-
lated based on the responses of 365 examinees to the conventional test battery. IRT item parameters
were estimated by Urry’s (1976, p. 99) three-parameter normal ogive method. As the data show, aver-
age adaptive test lengths for the 12 subtests ranged from 30% of conventional test length for the 18-
item Subtest 12 to 7~~7~ for the 10-item Subtest 8. The shortest adaptive test required only ~~&reg; of the
items in Subtest 10. Average test length for the entire adaptively administered test battery was 50.~~7&reg;
of the total battery length, indicating that only about 100 of the original 201 items were extracted, on
the average, from the conventional test for administration by the adaptive testing strategy. Test bat-
tery lengths for the adaptive tests ranged from a minimum of 27 items (13% of the conventional test
battery length) to 153 items (76% of battery length). None of the examinees required all 201 items.

Figure 5
Ratio of Mean, Minimum, and Maximum Adaptive Test Lengths

to Conventional Test Lengths for 12 Subtests and Total Test Battery
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Brown and Weiss’s (1977) data also showed that there was no reduction in test information for
any of the subtests administered, as would be expected from the nature of the item selection strategy,
since only items that provide noritrivial amounts of information are administered to any individual. In
addition, their data showed high correlations between scores on the conventional subtests and ability
estimates from the shortened adaptive tests. In a computer simulation of the same test battery,
Maurelli and Weiss (1981) showed that this adaptive testing strategy resulted in equal fidelities (cor-
relations with true 0) to those of the conventional tests, even with almost 50~/~ average reduction in test

battery lengths.
Maurelli and Weiss (1981) separated the effects of the intrasubtest and intersubtest adaptive

branching strategies in their simulation, while Gialluca and Weiss (1979) studied the separate effects
of the intersubtest and intrasubtest strategies using real-data simulation based on data from 1,600
students in a college biology test battery. The combined data showed that the intrasubtest item selec-
tion strategy accounted for 95% to 98% of the test length reduction, with intersubtest adaptive
branching accounting for the remaining 2°% to 5% of test length reduction. However, the magnitude
of this reduction would be expected to be a function of the degree of subtest intercorrelations to some
extent, since with highly intercorrelated subtests fewer items should be needed to locate the appropri-
ate level of difficulty for an individual in a particular subtest. While intersubtest branching accounted
for little test length reduction, Maurelli and Weiss’s (1981) data showed that intrasubtest item selec-
tion with intersubtest branching helped to maintain mean test battery information levels closer to
those of the conventional tests than did the use of intrasubtest item selection alone.

Thus, when a test battery is available on which IRT parameters can be estimated, this form of
adaptive testing can be used to improve testing efficiency and to effect substantial reductions in test
length without reductions in the psychometric quality of the measurements obtained. To improve
measurement quality, however, it would be necessary to augment each subtest’s item pool by inereas-
ing the number of items available for administration across the of item difficulty so that indi-
viduals can be measured with equal precision across the range of the traits being measured. Adaptive
testing designed solely for reducing test length (increasing measurement efficiency) will result in es-
sentially the same information curves that exist in the conventional test item pools to which it is ap-
plied and, hence, cannot improve measurement precision.

Adaptive for of Mastery Decisions

By again varying the termination rule, maximum information item selection (combined with
Bayesian scoring) can be used to increase the efficiency and accuracy of dichotomous classifications,
such as those used in mastery testing. In this application (Kingsbury & Weiss, 1979) an adaptive test
is terminated when the 9 estimate for an individual is confidently above or below a prespecified cut-
ting score, which has been converted to the 6 metric from the proportion-correct metric (if the cutoff
score for mastery or other classification has originally been expressed on that metric). This conversion
is accomplished by the test characteristic curve or test charactertistic function (Lord, 1980, p.
49)-the regression of proportion correct on 0-based on the estimated ~, b, and c parameters for the
items that constitute the item pool for the mastery test. Given this function, the expected proportion of
correct responses is then converted nonlinearlyto a value on the 9 metric, 0-.

Testing for each individual begins at 9~, a.dministering the item at that level providing the ~~.~1~
mum information. The item response is scored, and the next item is selected based on the individuals’s

response to the first item and on the Bayesian 9 estimate that results from the use of Owen’s (1969,
1975) Bayesian scoring method. In this ~~.s~9 the Bayesian p is used rather than the maximum likeli-
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hood estimate, since it permits 0 estimation after each item is administered and since it also provides
Bayesian-based confidence intervals that can be used to implement the termination criterion. Ai-
though the Bayesian 0 estimates have been shown to be biased for short tests (McBride, 1977), regres-
sing 9 estimates toward the mean, this use of the Bayesian 9 estimate combined with the Bayesian
prior for selecting items for administration by the maximum information item selection strategy will
result in a conservative estimate of mastery or nonmastery, since individual 0 estimates will tend to be

regressed toward the cutoff score. The effect is to the test somewhat more than it
would be if this regression effect did not exist.

Test administration continues for each individual with the Bayesian 9 and its posterior variance
computed after each item. Based on a prespecified standard error confidence interval associated with
the Bayesian 9 (e.g., 95%, 99%), testing is terminated when the Bayesian 6 and its confidence interval
fall entirely to one side or the other of the IRT-based mastery criterion, 9~. A major characteristic of
this approach is that it results in classifications which have minimally equal confidence for all individ-
uals tested, given an item pool with a sufficient number of items distributed along the achievement
continuum. The method results in efficient classifications, requiring very few items for individuals
whose achievement levels are distant from the cutoff and more items for individuals whose achieve-
ment levels are close to the mastery criterion.

Kingsbury and Weiss (1979, 1980) studied this adaptive mastery testing (AMT) strategy in com-
parison to conventional mastery tests by both simulation and live testing. Table 2 shows the observed
test lengths for three conventional mastery tests of 10, 25, and 50 items and for three adaptive mastery
tests with maximum test lengths of 10, 25, and 50 items in two item pool configurations. The uniform
item pool was an unrealistic pool in which all items were in their a. b, and c parameters and
functioned as random replacements for each other. The a-, and c-variable pool was one in which
items were allowed to vary in all three parameters, more realistically representative of a real item
pool. As shown by the data, in both item pools the AMT strategy resulted minor mean test length
reductions for the 10-item maximum test length, reductions of about one-third for the 25-item con-
ventional test, and test length reductions of over 50% for the 50-item test length.

Table 3 shows the fidelity phi correlations between observed state and true mastery state
for the two testing strategies in the two item pools. As the data indicate, the two testing strategies
measured mastery states with equal accuracy in the unrealistic uniform item pool. However, for the

Table 2

Mean Number of Items Administered to Each Simulee

for Conventional Adaptive Mastery Tests
In Two Item Pools at Three Maximum Test Lengths
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a-, and c-variable item the AMT resulted in substantially higher fidelities, particu-
~~~1~ ~~ the shorter test When combined with the shorter test lengths of Table 2, the AMT
strategy determined mastery status more and more than did the conventional
mastery test, particularly in the more realistic item pool.

Table 3
Phi Correlations Between Observed Mastery

State and True Mastery State for Conventional
and Adaptive Mastery Tests in Two Item Pools

at Three Maximum Test Lengths

Table 4 compares the kinds of classifications made by the two testing strategies. As the data
show, there were essentially no differences in classification errors for the two testing strategies in the
uniform item pool. In the a-, b-, and c-variable pool, however, the AMT tended to have a more equal
distribution of false mastery and false nonmastery decisions than did the conventional tests, as well as
tower overall misclassification rates.

These monte ~~~°fi&reg; simulation data were supported by live AMT administration to 463 students
of an achievement test battery covering five content areas in a college biology course (Kingsbury &
Weiss, 1981). The conventional mastery tests were &dquo;optimal&dquo; (Lord, 1980) in that they were con-
structed of sets of items that were selected to provide the most information at the cutting score, 0m.
The criterion was overall classroom mastery status based on all examinations administered in the
course combined with the laboratory work done by the students. Table 5 shows the percentage of cor-
rect and incorrect mastery and nonmastery classifications by the two testing strategies in all of
the five content areas. As the data show, for all content areas except Content Area 5, the AMT had
higher levels of total correct classifications, and in several cases a more balanced distribution between
incorrect nonmastery and incorrect mastery classifications, than did the conventional mastery test.
These mastery classifications made by the AMT strategy were achieved with an average 80% reduc-
tion in test length from the 20-item conventional tests; almost half of the AMT classifications in each
content area required only three items or less. Across all five content areas the G6&reg;ptfirn~.fi~9 convention-
al tests required 100 items to achieve the five mastery classifications, while only about 20 items were
required for the adaptive tests to make the five mastery classifications for the average examinee. The
adaptive testing strategy, therefore, arrived at classifications of higher quality, with considerably
shorter test lengths, than did these &dquo;optimal&dquo; conventional mastery tests.
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Table 4

Percentage of Incorrect Classifications by Type of Error Made by
Conventional and Adaptive Mastery Tests in Two Item Pools

at Three Maximum Test Lengths

Discussion and Conclusions

The data summarized above support the use of adaptive testing in a number of psychometric en-
vironments for improving both test efficiency and the quality of obtained measurements. They also
show that some implementations of adaptive testing do not require specially constructed item pools in
order to achieve desirable ends. Rather, variations of the basic adaptive testing paradigms can result
in ability estimates that are obtained more efficiently than those of conventional tests, in some cases
with improvements in measurement quality. Of course, when it is possible to construct an item pool
specifically designed for adaptive testing, the desirable goals of increased measurement efficiency
combined with equiprecise measurement (or classification) can be achieved. These characteristics are
achieved in adaptive testing by dynamically selecting from an item pool a test of the appropriate level
of difficulty (e.g., proportion correct of .50) separately ~br each examinee.

The desirable outcomes achieved by adaptive testing are best obtained by adaptive testing based
on item response theory. The use of item information as an item selection mechanism results in an ef-
ficient and highly flexible means of adaptive item selection. Where computing time is a problem, such
as in some microcomputer-based adaptive testing systems, the maximum information strategy can be
modified somewhat to reduce computer processing times. In this case, the strategy is known as the
stratified maximum information strategy (~~‘I~f~ Sympson et ~.1e9 1982) is based on a precalcu-
lated table for information values, as opposed to calculating information values for the items remain-
ing in the pool at the current estimated level of 0 after each item is administered.

To implement the STMI strategy, information values of all items in the pool are computed at
some number of predefined levels of 0, such as 25 values of 0 ranging from +3 to -3. These mforma-
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tion values are then sorted, with the providing highest information at each 0 value listed first and
the item providing the lowest amount of information at that 0 value last. In the table,
each item is listed at each 0 level. Once computation have been the maximum test
length is determined for the adaptive test to be administered. All items in the sorted list below that
maximum test length are eliminated from the table. The table thus contains the n at each 0
level providing the maximum information at that 0 level, where n is the maximum test length.

Items are administered and 0 estimated as b~f~r~, ~,ft~r each item is administered. Given a 6, the
next item to be administered is chosen by determining the prestratified 0 level closest to the current 6.
The next unadministered item at that 0 level is administered and that item number is eliminated from
all remaining 6 levels so that it will not again be administered. The item response is recorded, and 8 is
again re-estimated, with the next item administered based on the closest 0 stratum to the observed 6.
Unpublished data on the STMI strategy suggest that it closely the of the
full maximum information adaptive strategy, while minimizing computational requirements
through the preprocessing of the data in the item pool.

The adaptive testing strategies described above are the major approaches that have thus far been
implemented for improving the measurement process through the combined power of both re-
sponse theory and the use of adaptive item selection with variable entry and variable termination. Fu-
ture developments in this area, as well as future research with these strategies, should show even more
improvements in the qualify efficiency of psychological measurement through the combination of
these two powerful psychometric methodologies.
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